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CANON EOS 5D Mark IV

The AF Configuration Tool(Case1..6) : quickly tailor the AI Servo AF

for almost any type of subject or Subject Motion

Reference: Canon USA -EOS 5D Mark IV  AF Setting Guidebook
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- Tracking Sensitivity

- Acceleration/Decelaration Tracking

- AF Point Auto Switching

Seven Options let you Define how large an area you use to Focus

(See page 7 for more details)

The number of AF points, cross-type AF points, and dual cross-type
AF points vary depending on the lens used

“AI Servo AF” (Default Parameter Setting)

“AI Servo AF”
(3 Parameters / Case)
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Various settings for AF functions can be made with AF Menu tabs [AF2] – [AF5]

AF2: AI Servo AF shutter timing, fps rate

AF3: One-Shot AF; AF-assist beam; etc.

AF4: AF point management, etc.

AF5: AF displays in viewfinder, etc.

Fine-tuning of shooting speed and shutter
release timing with moving subjects in
AI Servo AF

Settings related to focusing and shutter-release
timing when using One-Shot AF release priority

Control of AF points, for both manual
and automatic AF point selection

How AF points are displayed in finder, and
control of AF Microadjustment

Two independent settings dictate how the
EOS 5D Mark IV responds in AI Servo AF.
[AI Servo 1st image priority] controls
response at first full press of shutter button
— minimum possible lag time, or allow
extra splitsecond (if necessary) for sharpest
focus. [2nd image priority] is for
sequences: fastest fps speed, or allow
speed to slow (if needed) for sharpest
possible frame-to-frame results.

The third AF Menu tab [AF3] has a similar
timing control, this time for One- Shot AF
(don't fire shutter until sharp focus confirmed,
or fire shutter with minimal delay).
In addition, there are menu settings to control
how manual Focus operates in certain USM
and STM lenses, and control the operation of
a flash's AF-assist beam.

AF Menu screen [AF4] houses settings
related to control of the 61-point AF system —
from how many AF point are available for
manual selection, to which AF point is used to
start focus-tracking in automatic AF point
selection.
Orientation Linked AF (auto switching of AF
point for Horizontal/ Vertical shooting), and
how the AF system handles “hunting”
[Lens drive when AF impossible] are also
here.

Choose whether all 61 points appear, or only
the point you’re working with [AF point
display during focus], whether AF points
stop at the end of a row or loop to opposite
end on next button push [Manual AF pt.
selec. pattern], and more.
This is also where AF Microadjustment is
performed.
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AF Area: change the size of your active AF point

There are six AF area selection modes to choose from

Single-point Spot AF Centre Point
(Manual selection)

Focus on very precise areas of a subject
- the size of a single AF point is reduced

The smallest AF point option ideal for careful focus on just one part of a scene

Single-point AF (any of 61 Zones)
(Manual selection of ZONE)

Work with any one of the 61 AF points.

When shooting a close-up of
a face in a portrait, it is
important to focus on the eye
closest to you.

With Single-point Spot AF,
focus can be truly
pin-pointed on just one part
of that eye, and will not
accidentally lock on a point
close to the eye
(such as the eyebrow).

Reduce the size of an AF point, for even more precise focus

Still life/Landscape

Portrait
[Single-point Spot AF] is especially
effective for focusing on eyes.

Use [Single-point AF] to focus
on the optimal location in the
composition

Suitable for:

Note: Only Centre Point is
Dual cross-type AF Point

The other 60 points:
are cross-type AF Point

Seven Options let you define how large an area you use to focus

Options 1, 2

Centre Point (Dual cross-type AF Point)

AF Mode: One Shot AF &  (Portrait: Eyes)

Option 1

Option 2 The default setting for
manual AF point selection.

AF Mode: One Shot AF

The number of AF points, cross-type AF points, and dual cross-type AF points vary depending on the lens used
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Increase the size and AF coverage of an AF point

Excellent AF Area choice for Sports and Rapidly-Moving subjects

Birds in Flight (BIF) Fast Moving Wildlife

AF point Expansion is a versatile mode that can be used in a wide variety
of situations, including sports competitions with intense movement.

AF point expansion (4-point — Up, Down, Left, Right) is the preference.

Multi Exposure

When shooting subjects which might be difficult to determine movement,
the 8-point AF Expansion option can be very effective.

Conversely, when you want to Focus on the area covered by the central (manually
selected) AF point and don't expect Erratic, Side-to-Side movement, it's best to

select the 4-point AF Point Expansion setting.

The [AF Point Expansion — 8 points] AF Area adds even more coverage, and increases
odds of “staying on” a subject that moves unpredictably. With these kinds of

unpredictable subjects, combining the 8 surrounding AF points AF Area setting with
Case 5 or Case 6 from the AF Configuration Tool menu  can be very effective.

Case 5

Case 6

Speed up the rate that AF points change,
when using any expanded AF Area

Parameter Default settings
• Tracking sensitivity [0]
• Acceleration/deceleration [0]
• AF point auto switching [+1]

Two AF parameters combine, to Focus-Track
the most challenging of moving subjects

Parameter Default settings
• Tracking sensitivity [0]
• Acceleration/deceleration [+1]
• AF point auto switching [+1]

Suitable for:

SportsSuitable for:

Options 3, 4

Option 3 Any AF Point + 4 assist Points

AF Mode: AI Servo  AF Case 5 or 6

Option 4 Any AF Point + 8 assist Points

Case 5 or 6AF Mode: AI Servo  AF
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Full-time AF coverage, over a larger AF Area

A moveable “cluster” of AF points,  camera Focuses on Nearest subject in the Zone

Zone AF is effective for when you want to capture a moving subject within a specific area.

All AF points within the Zone are always active.

15 AF  Points in Zone  (3 Zones)
12 AF  Points in Zone  (6 Zones)

The 61 AF points are divided into
three blocks, Left, Center, and
Right, and each has Upper,
Central, and Lower Zones.

 The desired location can be
manually selected from any of
these Nine pre-determined Zones.

Selection can be made from 9 focusing Zones

With its broad coverage, Zone AF can be a useful AF Area choice any time you
want expanded coverage with full-time activity of all points in the enlarged AF
Area.

And, it can be great for quick, run-and-gun candid shooting at events and so
on, since it tends to quickly focus on a nearby subject and resists focus
on backgrounds.

For truly precise AF placement, however, it’s not always the right AF Area
option.

AF Mode: One Shot AF & AI Servo  AF

Suitable for:

Option 5.

Up/Down
12 x 3 Zones.

Up/Down
12 x 3 Zones.

Up/Down
15 x 3 Zones.Option 5

With Zone AF the camera decides where to focus on the subject within the zone,
rather than targeting the subject (area) that you want to follow closely.

This is more suited for situations where pinpoint focusing is required (the subject
has no obstacles that may block the AF points).

This mode is easy to use when you want to focus on areas of the subject that are
a larger size, making it possible to easily capture the appropriate area.
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The Zone AF concept, on a Larger Scale

Select any of Three Zones, for broad-area AF and all points within the Zone Active

In each Zone, automatic AF point selection occurs, with camera continually
changing AF points to keep Focus on nearest subject (or part of subject) to camera.

Whether in One-Shot AF, or following moving subjects in AI Servo AF, the new [Large Zone
AF] will automatically switch AF points as needed to put Sharpest Focus on the Nearest
Subject within the Active Zone.
 It’s easy to manually move the Active Zone to any of the “3 Possible Locations” in the
finder.
This can be an important AF Area option for keeping Sharp Focus on the nearest of several
subjects.

All 61 AF points active:  Camera selects the point for you

Effective shooting of Centered and off-Center subjects — Moving and Stationary

[61-point automatic selection] works in both One-Shot AF and AI Servo AF modes.

In One-Shot AF:  Automatic AF point selection focuses on the nearest subject.

AI Servo AF is different: the user manually selects a single starting point.

Option 6

Options 6, 7

Option 7

[Large Zone AF].

Three zones (Left, Center or Right)
are available, and within each, the
camera will Focus on closest subject
within the Zone.

AF Mode: One Shot AF & AI Servo  AF

Right
Center

Left

AI Servo AF with all 61 points used for automatic tracking

With EOS iTR AF color and face
detection tracking.

AF Mode: One Shot AF AF Mode:  AI Servo  AF
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Sometimes, just setting to  AI Servo AF  isn’t enough.

Six pre-set “Cases” fine-tune the AF system for the subject at hand:

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

Continue to Track subjects, ignoring possible obstacles

Instantly Focus on subjects suddenly entering AF points

For subjects that accelerate or decelerate quickly

For erratic subjects, moving in any direction

For subjects that change speed and move erratically

Fast-moving subjects that approach in a straight line

The AF Configuration Tool :  Total AI Servo AF control

Six separate “Cases” to match AI Servo AF to different types of Subject Movement

Up / Down movement

Up / Down + Left / Right  movement

Badminton

Gymnastics

Soccer

Football Soccer Rugby

Swimmers (Butterfly stroke)

Cycling Aeroplanes

Wild BirdsCycle Road Race Jump scene in Motorcross

Kyaking Badminton

Basketball Rugby Motor Sport Wild Life

Birds In Flight (BIF)

Any Moving Subject

Tennis Skiers

Downhill Skiers

Figure Skaters

Athletics

Each of the Six Cases can be further fine-tuned by
pressing the RATE button, and then adjusting any
of the Three important AI Servo AF  parameters

“AI Servo AF” Options per Case

[Tracking sensitivity],

[Accel./decel. tracking], and/or

[AF pt auto switching].
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Parameter Default settings

• Tracking sensitivity [0]
• Acceleration/deceleration [0]
• AF point auto switching [0]

Suitable for :   Fast-moving subjects that approach in a straight line

AF mode : AI SERVO AF  +  High Speed continuous

AF area selection mode :   Single Point AF

Case 1

For situations where you are shooting an athlete from head on, Single point AF and
Case 1 setting can be used to accurately capture the movement of a subject that comes
right by your position.

The starting point — a setting for many moving subjects

Versatile multi-purpose setting, especially suited to steadily-moving subjects

Case 1 is a standard setting for use in a wide variety of situations

Small subjects such as wild birds
When shooting small, quick-moving subjects such as wild birds, etc., use [Zone AF] to put
a larger AF Area on the subject, and lessen the risk of AF "losing" it as it moves.

Large subjects such as Airplanes

Capture the surface of a subject by using [Large Zone AF].

It’s especially well-suited for subjects moving at a steady, continuous speed
- whether their actual speed is fast or slow, and whether toward or away from the Camera.

Case 1 will provide great results when shooting many types of sports and moving subjects.

Case 1 is particularly well-suited to continuous subject movement, like cyclists.

Precise and accurate focusing is possible for a wide range of subjects
Versatile multi-purpose setting

Push the            button while any [Case] is selected, and a
description of AF Setting Characteristics or Shooting Scene
Example is displayed.
Each of the six cases can be further fine-tuned by
pressing the RATE button, and then adjusting any
of the three important AI Servo AF parameters
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Resist focus changes if subject suddenly leaves AF point(s)

Continue to focus on an original subject, even when obstacles may quickly appear

Parameter Default settings

• Tracking sensitivity  [Locked on -1]
• Acceleration/deceleration [0]
• AF point auto switching  [0]

Suitable for : Sports scenes with intense movement

AF mode : AI SERVO AF  +  High Speed continuous

Case 2

AF point expansion (Manual selection, surrounding points)

Continue to track subjects with [AF point expansion] and
[Case 2].

AF area selection mode :   AF  Point Expansion (manual selection             )

It delays changing focus to a new subject if an obstacle  - anything from a
tree in the foreground to a referee at a sports event  - momentarily blocks the AF
system’s view of the subject you’ve been focus-tracking.

It’s ideal for sports with many athletes, like US football, soccer, and similar events.

Any time subjects may move quickly from side to side (such as this Badminton
player), it's possible for the AF point to suddenly be upon something like the
background. Case 2 delays any change to AF in these cases, tending to lock-on to
the original subject even if the AF point momentarily leaves that subject.

Continue to focus-track even when the subject momentarily
moves from the AF points

Push the            button while any [Case] is selected, and a
description of AF Setting Characteristics or Shooting Scene
Example is displayed.

Each of the six cases can be further fine-tuned by
pressing the RATE button, and then adjusting any
of the three important AI Servo AF parameters
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Focus instantly on subjects that move into the AF points

The opposite of Case 2 — instantly focus on any new subject at the active AF point

Parameter Default settings

• Tracking sensitivity  [Responsive: +1]
• Acceleration/deceleration [+1]
• AF point auto switching [0]

Case 3 changes the character of AI Servo AF.
It now makes significant changes to AF with less  pausing, less delay.

Suitable for : Sports scenes with intense movement - Wild Birds

AF mode : AI SERVO AF  +  High Speed continuous

Case 3

AF point expansion (Manual selection, surrounding points)

Case 3 is effective for scenes when subjects (for example, a wild
bird suddenly jumping out from the  shadow of a tree)

AF area selection mode :   AF  Point Expansion (manual selection                )

A jump scene in motocross. [Case 3] was used to Instantly Focus when the
bike and rider suddenly appeared in the frame.

Case 3 is ideal in situations where the camera may be upon one subject, and
you want it to be able to immediately Re-Focus on a new one.

Another instance where Case 3 can be extremely effective is when switching between
different subjects you want to shoot (for example, at the start of a bicycle road race,
when you want to shoot continuously and switch from cyclist to cyclist while focusing).

Accurately focusing on a wild bird that suddenly jumps into the frame

Focus instantly on subjects that move into the AF points

Push the            button while any [Case] is selected, and a
description of AF Setting Characteristics or Shooting Scene
Example is displayed.

Each of the six cases can be further fine-tuned by
pressing the RATE button, and then adjusting any
of the three important AI Servo AF parameters
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Parameter Default settings

• Tracking sensitivity [0]
• Acceleration/deceleration [+1]
• AF point auto switching [0]

Optimize AF for subjects that move at an inconsistent speed

Set AI Servo AF to expect and react quickly to changes in subject speed

Case 4

Suitable for :

AF mode : AI SERVO AF  +  High Speed continuous

A cornering scene in motocross.

With [Case 4], as the bike races at high speed and suddenly
decelerates just before turning the corner, AF can adjust to the
change in speed, and reliably “Focus-Track” the full sequence.

(sudden Deceleration and Acceleration).

This makes Case 4 a very effective setting for Sports like Soccer,
Rugby, and Basketball, or focusing on Wildlife that may move
inconsistently.

Focus track subjects that can accelerate or decelerate quickly

Push the            button while any [Case] is selected, and a
description of AF Setting Characteristics or Shooting Scene
Example is displayed.

Each of the six cases can be further fine-tuned by pressing
the RATE button, and then adjusting any of the three
important AI Servo AF parameters
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Set the AF to cover erratic, Side-to-Side movement

Speed up the rate that AF points change, when using any expanded AF Area

Parameter Default settings

• Tracking sensitivity [0]
• Acceleration/deceleration [0]
• AF point auto switching [+1]

Case 5

It works in any of the following AF Area settings:

• AF Point Expansion (4 surrounding points - see page 4)
• AF Point Expansion (8 surrounding points - see page 4)
• Zone AF (9 Zones - see page 5)
• Large Zone AF (3 Zones)
• Automatic AF Point selection

Case 5 can be an excellent choice for maintaining focus on a “Single subject”
that may dart unpredictably around the frame - from the Badminton players

Suitable for : Sports with Up and Down movement and jumping (Badminton)

AF point expansion (Manual selection, surrounding points)

AF area selection mode :   AF  Point Expansion (manual selection             )

AF mode : AI SERVO AF  +  High Speed continuous

Birds In Flight (BIF)

Any time there's a possibility of erratic subject movement,side-to-side
or even up and down (as in Badminton shots), Case 5 works with a
larger AF Area to speed up the changing of AF points, to more
effectively cover the moving subject.

Option 3
Option 4

Option 5

Focus on subjects with erratic movement

Push the            button while any [Case] is selected, and a
description of AF Setting Characteristics or Shooting Scene
Example is displayed.

Each of the six cases can be further fine-tuned by pressing
the RATE button, and then adjusting any of the three
important AI Servo AF parameters
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Case 6

Parameter Default settings

• Tracking sensitivity [0]
• Acceleration/deceleration [+1]
• AF point auto switching [+1]

Cover erratic movement, and changes in subject speed

Two AF parameters combine, to “Focus-Track” the most challenging of moving subjects

Case 6 is a setting that combines features of both

Case 4 (support for sudden changes in speed), and

Case 5 (support for erratic movement in any direction).

Therefore, Case 6 is an effective setting for subjects that stop and start suddenly, but
also have erratic movement which could happen in any direction.

NOTE: It works during Auto selection 61-point AF, the new Large Zone AF, Zone AF, and
AF point expansion only.

Suitable for : Sports with sudden speed changes (Gymnastics)

AF mode : AI SERVO AF  +  High Speed continuous

Gymnastics is one example of where Case 6 could be effective,
since it often includes large movements, rapid changes in subject
speed, and complete stops.

Focus on subjects with erratic movement and changes in speed

Push the            button while any [Case] is selected, and a
description of AF Setting Characteristics or Shooting Scene
Example is displayed.

Each of the six cases can be further fine-tuned by pressing
the RATE button, and then adjusting any of the three
important AI Servo AF parameters
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AF SENSOR (See Instruction Manual pages 113-114)


